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SUMMARY

Over the last 30 years, the context of development in Cambodian has undergone dramatic changes. A succession of deep transformations, characterized by a complete restructuring of institutional and socio-economic environment, has resulted in a singular situation. Cambodian society remains largely agrarian, with land being the cornerstone of the production system for a large majority of the population. To address a growing food demand of an increasing rural and urban population, the agrarian systems are being transformed by the intensification of the livestock and cropping systems as well as by the territorial expansion onto the forest areas. The urbanization and industrialization of the economy are additionally becoming key drivers for the development of the country. All these intertwined processes are leading to dramatic land use changes within a more and more competitive environment of access to land.

Cambodia has also embarked in a comprehensive “Decentralization and De-concentration” reform process aiming at a redistribution of power and functions from central to sub-national levels. Land and natural resources management planning is amongst the new prerogatives of elected councils at province, municipal, district and commune levels. Yet, the mechanisms and responsibilities for devolved spatial planning are yet to be translated into sound procedures and practices. The paper is aimed as a contribution to fill in this vacuum.

Building on the debate about notions of scale and governance, the paper presents the institutional foundations of the spatial planning system that is being designed in Battambang province, Cambodia. It addresses some conceptual issues of scales to be considered in spatial planning. The overall planning approach and procedures are further discussed with specific reference on multi-stakeholders participation and spatial analysis using a combination of GIS-RS and perception-based mapping techniques. The paper reviews how the principle of countervailing influence is applied to produce a provincial spatial planning policy framework, district spatial master plans and legally-binding commune land use plans.

---

1 Average annual demographic increase between 1998-2008: 1.54%/year for the whole country (2.21%/year in urban areas and 1.38% for rural areas), (NIS, 2009)
2 Battambang province: 11,929 km² and 1,025,174 inhabitants, NIS 2009.
3 The initiative, the first of its kind in Cambodia, is supported by different German cooperation agencies with central intervention from the German Development Service (DED), The Konrad Adenauer Foundation (KAS), Capacity Building International (In-Went) and the German Technical Cooperation (GTZ) are also supporting the process. In Battambang province, the particular role of the DED is to provide integrated land use planning support at various levels (province-district and commune), see Symann, R., 2008.
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1. SPATIAL PLANNING EMERGES IN THE CAMBODIAN GOVERNANCE LANDSCAPE

In Cambodia, spatial planning is becoming increasingly recognized as a prerequisite for sustainable development but is still very much under construction. Its emergence takes place in a somewhat challenging and quickly evolving institutional environment.

1.1 Decentralization and De-concentration reform process

The Decentralization and De-concentration\(^4\) (D&D) strategic framework, which is now embedded in a recently approved organic law\(^5\), sets out the vision and basic principles for deep governance reform in Cambodia. The D&D reform aims to replace the management structure and systems of public institutions and to develop new management systems that rest on principles such as democratic representation, participation of people (in consultation and/or in decision making), public sector accountability and effectiveness. By promoting these principles, the vision is to achieve broad-based and sustainable development and to strengthen vibrant local economic foundations so every citizen has an equal opportunity to participate in local development, effective natural resources management and delivery of quality public services.

The first commune council election in 2002 has established a new local government structure across the country and has raised new opportunities for people to participate in and play a more active role in decision-making processes at local level. This represents the beginning of a fundamental change in governance. New accountability links are established between local authorities and local population. In a society traditionally structured from the top down, it also requires a shift in how people think about governance.

The management system that is being progressively replaced at the sub-national level\(^6\) consists of the State departments or agencies, which are vertical lines from the national level. These government line agencies execute policies and plans of the line ministries at the national level. They are supposed to be coordinated, promoted and guided by the sub-national

---

\(^4\) Decentralization is a politic process whereby an additional level of democratically elected government is formed (commune councils) to give ordinary people greater opportunities to determine their future (Ayers 2005). De-concentration is an administrative process that aims to improve the performance of national functions by bringing those functions and the appointed national civil services closer to the people that they are designated to be served. Both of these definitions are extracted from Pellini, 2004.

\(^5\) Law on Administration and Management of the Capital, Province, Municipality, District and Khan, passed on April 1\(^{st}\) 2008

\(^6\) In Cambodia, territorial administrations are structured downward in province, district, commune and village.
government but, in reality, they perform their duties directly and are responsible to their line ministries (Ayers, 2005).

Addressing this weak horizontal integration, the D&D reform envisions the creation of a unified administrations management system (at provincial or district level) and empowers these administrations to prepare, adopt, approve and implement 5-years strategic development plans and yearly investment plan to actualize the strategic development plan (Horng and Craig, 2008). For the first time in 2009, provincial and district councils were indirectly elected by all commune councilors to endorse the new responsibility and authority system. A unified budget is to be transferred from line ministries to the unified administrations to endorse responsibilities and implementation of development projects. Amongst other things, the strategic development plans shall contain a development framework which describes the basic principles for the use and management of land and natural resources in that area. Spatial planning emerges as a new prerogative of sub-national government.

1.2 Cambodian land law and land policy framework

Another institutional pillar lies with the Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction. Released in 2001, the Cambodian land law has marked a pivotal point in creating a legal platform for improved land management. Nevertheless, a land law is no substitute for a comprehensive land policy to fix the direction and rules needed for implementation. The Cambodia land policy is still in a drafting process but an Interim Paper on Strategy of Land Policy Framework already gives some guidelines for land management and land use planning. This document highlights quite clearly the need for effective land management planning in Cambodia. It argues that the lack of integrated land use plans and natural resources management result in many problems including the encroachment onto protected areas, the construction of inappropriate sites, illegal logging, confusion about jurisdiction, land grabbing and cancellation of rights to subsistence use of natural resources. It adds that this problem impacts the sustainable exploitation of forests and fisheries and the economical use of water. This affects the livelihoods of the poor, as well as tourism and the growth of cities.

The interim paper proposes, in accordance with the overall governance policy of promoting decentralization and de-concentration, to redistribute land management and administration tasks to province and district (and commune whenever appropriate). It foresees that these various sub-national government institutions developed an interlocking set of land use plans that defines at different levels (i.e. national, provincial, district and communal) the rules and principles for sound land management.

7 Commune councilors are directly elected by all citizens, contrarily to district and provincial councilors.
10 Ibid.
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When spatial planning started few years ago in Cambodia, the situation facing the planners was somewhat challenging. Spatial planning had been initiated on a pilot basis with village participatory land use planning and commune land use planning approaches. Commune land use planning is now embedded in the legal framework of Cambodia and is a legal reference for spatial planners.

In essence, these approaches are participatory and aim to produce local-level land use plans which are endorsed by elected commune councils. The plans are integrated into the local development planning process initiated within the framework of the Decentralization reform since 2002. Local land use dynamic were apprehended under community-based natural resources management (CBNRM). Emphasis has been placed on the support of local communities, on strengthening local governance, promoting local decision-making, and facilitating the implementation of locally designed natural resource management plans. But despite a clearer commitment to justice for rural people, this mainstream approach toward spatial planning primarily focused on local management has not been able to support rural development in a fully satisfactory way which has failed to integrate local issues in a wider context of regional development in which natural resources is apprehended in a balanced way with the agricultural development, the demographic change, the industrialization and the increasing role of markets and State.

Indeed, spatial planning at meso level (province or district) is at its infancy and no real spatial plan had ever been released or designed at those levels. Thus far, planning environment at district or provincial level was characterized by a lack of participation and consultation with population. The horizontal integration of government agencies was rather weak as the budget mainly flows in direct vertical lines form the ministry to these agencies. Development efforts were fragmented by sector and surprisingly, there were little attention by donor community for improved coordination. But the institutional re-engineering of the D&D reform brings new promises. The vision to devolve both responsibilities and authorities to sub-national councils is likely to generate stronger integration between agencies and an opportunity to go “beyond the sector”. Comprehensive and cross-sector spatial planning may benefit from this change in the governance structure.

Nevertheless, the distribution of functions and powers from central to sub-national level in land management is somehow going very fast and the national level has not yet managed to establish a clear national spatial planning legal and policy framework. Except for the sub-decree on commune land use planning, there is no clear legal and policy foundation for the development of the interlocking and coherent set of land use plans (i.e. a sub-decree that specifies the roles and responsibilities of each agency involved and the type of planning documents that need to be produced). The development of a national spatial planning policy is

---

11 Village Participatory land use plan has been substituted for commune land use planning to better fit into the decentralization development and investment planning processes initiated after the first commune council election in 2002.

12 The Commune Land Use Planning Sub-Decree and Guideline
especially important as Cambodia has signed a number of bi- or multilateral agreements with other countries members of the association of south-east Asian countries (ASEAN) and is a member of world trade organization (WTO) since 2004.

1.3 Spatial planning infrastructure

The absence of a national spatial planning policy is also reflected in an unclear spatial planning infrastructure. The lack of geo-spatial data or the difficult access to it limits considerably the development of spatial planning. The overlay of geo-data in a computer is a core element of the geographic information system and is routinely carried out by planners. But the access to such manipulation is not obvious. In addition to obvious financial constraints that spatial planners face to acquire updated data (esp. recent land use/land cover data), there are also significant institutional barriers to be overcome before the data can be accessed. These barriers deal mainly with a resistance for sharing information, as release of data is usually perceived as a loss of power.

On the other hand, there are pressing needs for capacity development and the constitution of a pool of national resources persons for spatial planning. The capacity development doesn’t concern only the transfer of knowledge to carry out technical mapping operations but also on concepts and facilitations skills that people need to acquire to work effectively at the intersection of a number of technical fields.

2. BUILDING THE METHODOLOGY

2.1 The scales at stake: some conceptual issues

Land management and spatial planning in particular deal with land systems in which the interactions between the ecosystem (the environmental processes) and the human rules (the social processes) for the use of that system can be very complex. This complexity means that it is hard to design foolproof and sensible rules to govern these systems (Wilson et al., 1999). The scale at which those environmental and social processes are being addressed is then a critical point of analytical reference.

Scale, defined as a mental construct that helps to make sense of reality, tends to assimilate the concept to a numeric ratio and reduce the debate on the unit of analysis and the resolution. By doing so, one misses the point of understanding what determines the scale. Instead, we rather apprehend scale as a product that result from the interaction between social and environmental processes at different levels. Given the different scales through which social and environmental processes occur, the understanding of society-environment relations can be improved by analyzing varying scalar configuration of those interactions (Engel-Di Mauro, 2009). Reconciling the diverse approaches to scale is at the center of the spatial planning work. The interactions between social and environment processes are to be understood at
different levels and then addressed by decision-makers in a governance framework, at a given scale that adequately matches these processes.

The interactions between social and ecological processes are multiple and can be addressed from a local context to a global perspective. Working on sub-national spatial planning, micro and meso levels of analysis are pivotal in understanding people-environment relations, especially given that the most tangible occur largely over small areas (Engel Di Mauro, 2009). A context-situated approach offers greater sensitivity with respect to identifying agro-ecological and socio-political specificities of an area and to grasping how the land use drivers are actually working out. The development of political ecology (see for instance Springate-Baginski & Blaikie, 2007), has greatly contributed in the last decade to improve our understanding on in interplay between societies, power and land resources.

But this focus of small-area dynamics can result in difficulties to integrate patterns of development into larger societal and environmental processes. Emphasis on small area can then become a hindrance when it is the sole empirical foundation of a spatial plan. References to world-systems appear then as promising and complementary perspectives to micro-meso approaches. The analytical framework of world systems is a set of mechanisms which redistributes resources from a periphery, being rural base areas typically raw materials-exporting, to the core being the industrialized poles located inside but mainly outside the country; the market being the means by which the core exploits the periphery. In South East Asia, a reference to world-systems can improve our understanding about the development of markets (agro-industrial markets in particular) and the State-driven territorialisition through which most modern states divide their territories into complex and overlapping political and economic zones, rearrange people and resources within these units, and create regulations delineating how and by whom these areas can be used (Li, 2002 and De Koninck, 2006).

In these regards, the integration of Cambodia in the ASEAN development macro-corridors, the cross-border economic cooperation agreement signed with Thailand in 2001 and the arrival of Cambodia in World Trade Organization in 2004 have become critical reference to comprehend the dynamic of land use and the intervention of global actors [mainly non Cambodian] on the Cambodian territory.

2.2 The overall approach: from people perceptions to ad hoc plans

In essence, the spatial planning approach we promote is centered on the people and their communities because we consider family farming as the main driver for development. The people perceptions and knowledge, as first-hand input in the planning process, serves as a basis to actualize land use information and comprehend the dynamics of land use and land tenure change. Starting from people perception allow for identifying the socio-economic diversity in the land-labor allocation strategies and the different modalities by which rural household can play a key role in land and natural resources management (Diepart, 2010). We
consider this as a condition to avoid the contradiction between environment heterogeneity and the homogeneity of a planning scheme.

The aggregation of people’s perceptions from different areas is then coupled with information provided by local decision-makers and secondary data with the aim of understanding the different scalar configuration of interaction between environmental and social processes. This enables matching the scale of land issues with the scale where the corresponding planning rules should be best addressed.

2.3 The principle of countervailing influence at play

Comprehensive spatial planning, which is by nature a cross-sector and cross-level exercise, requires a permanent dialogue between various agencies located at various levels in the governance structure. We articulate this dialogue along two axis of integration (figure 1).

A horizontal integration implies, for one given level, the adaptation of sector plans into the comprehensive and cross-sector spatial plan. At the provincial level for instance, the spatial planning process requires the integration of the different sector plans from the respective agencies working at the provincial level. This integration is necessary in order to match the contents of each sector plans with the content of the comprehensive spatial plan. The comprehensive spatial plan, once approved by the different sector agencies, serves in turn as a binding reference for each sector agency to design or update its own plan. In Cambodia, this two-sided integration is coordinated by an elected council at provincial, district and commune levels.

The vertical integration involves a similar bi-directional dialogue. A comprehensive spatial plan at one given level is designed with close consultation of with coordinating lower-tiers councils. The approval of a comprehensive spatial plan by these lower councils is essential to ensure consistency across levels and to maximize success of realization. Once a comprehensive spatial plan is approved, it serves in turn as a binding reference to lower-tiers council in the design or the update of their spatial plans.
These principles of countervailing influences are addressed horizontally and vertically all along the planning process. In a context like in contemporary Cambodia where there is no real spatial plans existing, our approach was to start from the provincial level and going downward to commune level. A provincial spatial plan is being designed by a multi-sector working group consisting of representatives of the main line agencies. The working group works under the steering and coordination of the provincial council but in close consultation with line government agencies working at the provincial level (horizontal integration) as well as with district and communes councils (vertical integration). The provincial spatial plan, once having a full support of lowers-tiers district and commune councils, serves as a reference for the design of district spatial. In the same logic, once the district spatial plan receives the support of line agencies involved at district level and from all commune councils within its jurisdiction, it serves as a reference for the design of the commune spatial plan. It should be clearly emphasized that proceeding this way from top to down (from provincial to commune spatial plans) is in no way contradictory with a participatory planning approach.

2.4 Planning procedure: consultation and participation as corner stones

A great deal of attention is brought to analyzing the specificity of local contexts, the diversity of rural production systems and the planning instruments already in place. Participation and consultation in the planning process are critical and decisive in order to ensure that a broad level of acceptance and ownership is achieved. Participation and consultation are addressed at three levels.

Particular attention was given to rural community voices. In depth surveys were conducted at village and household level in order to capture the functioning of rural communities in different agro-ecological contexts. The contribution or responses of households is evaluated in terms of local knowledge and socio-economic rationality. The lessons learned from their consultation are an incremental part in the design of the spatial planning systems. The government line agencies are also consulted at provincial and district level.

Figure 1. The principle of countervailing influences applied in the planning process, adapted from Magel, 2008
reform aims to establish unified administration, it will not wipe out the top-down hierarchical links within ministries. As a matter of fact, strategic response activities assigned to each department to tackle land issues need to be in line with the overall strategy of their line ministry. Vertical integration and coherence is compulsory so that technical departments can be involved institutionally and financially in following up the recommendations of the spatial planning system. Local authorities at district and commune level have a mandate to coordinate the development efforts made on their territory. They have to negotiate and find the balance between conflicting and/or competing interests. They also have a role in linking the planning process with private actors whose actions are usually decisive. They definitively need to be consulted. Of particular importance is the need to adjust the provincial spatial planning framework with the commune development plans updated every year. This mutual learning process is also an opportunity to consult civil society organizations that are too often not embedded in the existing planning process.

In all levels, the spatial planning process follows quite a similar sequence of activities and procedures sketched in figure 2. The sequence is not rigid and allows for some adaptation according to specific context that the planners have come across.

1. Situation analysis

   A relevant compilation of spatial information, figures and facts about land management serves as a basis for planning. This information forms the main base knowledge for the analysis and is derived mainly during the consultation forum organized at province; district and commune levels with participation of variety of actors. These forums allows for an update of land management information and for more dynamic analysis on the cause and consequence of recent land use change. They also offer an opportunity to address and solve existing or latent land conflicts.

2. Define future demographic and socio-economic scenarios

   Future demographic and socio-economic growth scenarios are conceived to make decision-making more robust and to identify strategies for pre-empting undesirable future developments.

3. Visioning the future

   The stakeholders involved in the planning process are then invited to define a vision for the future development of their region. The vision is a bold development statement that depicts a future ideal state of affairs. It represents something towards which the communities are striving for.

4. Design future development strategies

   Future development strategies further specify how to reach the desire vision. They consist of specific objectives and the necessary means to reach them. Because they chart out ways in which limited resources can best be allocated to development, the strategies focus
purposively on attainable targets within a range of accessible resources.

Once defined, the strategic objectives are translated by the stakeholders into a future spatial structure and a land use zoning. The future spatial structure defines the relationship between urban centers and the overall future balance between open spaces (forest and agricultural land) and built-up areas. Land use zoning is a detailed mapping of different land areas where specific regulations must be enforced. These regulations are legally binding to all citizens.

After the public display and approval of the plan by relevant authorities, the realization of the plan must be monitored and controlled. The spatial plan is evaluated by assessing the degree to which the development and investment plans are consistent with its provisions.

Figure 2. Sketch of the planning process (steps and procedure)

2.5 Bridging people perceptions about “their land” and the need of spatial data “at scale”

A key constraint of the planning process is mapping and the constitution of a comprehensive, consistent, reliable and trustable geo-database. The challenge is twofold. It is crucial to generate geo-spatial information with clear referencing and scale to enable spatial analysis and mark territories but, at the same time, the geo-database must reflect how people see their land and the issues they judge important. An original method combining of geographic information system (GIS) – remote sensing and perception-based mapping techniques has been elaborated to meet both ends.

The participatory spatial planning process started in 2007 by the provincial spatial plan. A number of spatial planning forum were organized in each district with participation of a panel of selected stakeholders representing the government line agencies, territorial authorities and civil society. Nevertheless, the only quality set of digital geo-information with high resolution available for the whole country is a 2002 set of layers that had been produced by the Japanese international cooperation agency (JICA) in a cooperation effort with the Cambodian ministry of public works and transport. As the planning process started in 2006 and given the magnitude of land use changes, the land use map produced with the 2002 land use data set were clearly outdated! This constraint became an opportunity to actualize land use information with the stakeholders during the spatial planning forums.

A question guideline and an A0-size 2002 land use map (at scale) had been designed prior to the forum in order to structure the discussion. During the discussion, all land use data are updated and mapped by hand using a tracing paper overlaid on the A0-size map (figure 3).
Then, a discussion arises on the influential driving forces that have contributed to shaping the land to the situation existing today. The different driving forces are discussed and weighted to foresee the likelihood, magnitude and location of their occurrence in the future. Back at the office, the maps produced by the participants are reproduced, scanned, geo-referenced and utilized to produce a computerized geo-data base (figure 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The process</th>
<th>Important market places</th>
<th>Updated Land Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I. District forum</td>
<td>Rice</td>
<td>1. Roads</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II. Tracing an updated land use map</td>
<td>Rice, corn</td>
<td>- Bad road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rice, sugarcane</td>
<td>- Main road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rice, corn, sugarcane</td>
<td>2. Water resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- River</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Reservoir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Projected canal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III. Production of a computerized geo-database</td>
<td></td>
<td>3. Cropping system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Rice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Corn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Corn, sugarcane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Corn, orange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Mixed crop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Rice, crop, 1 crop a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Rice, 2 crops a year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Other recent land dynamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- New settlement and agricultural area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3. Land use updating process during district spatial planning forum](image)

At the end of the forum in each district, the participants were asked to divide the district territory into homogeneous unit, that are zone where social and environmental processes are translated into homogeneous system of land use and knowledge (Saqalli et al, 2009). Only the participants defined the criteria for spatial differentiation. The nature of the criteria is noted as well as the discussion and reaction between participants. The final boundaries of these zones are then discussed and agreed upon in a plenary discussion that closes the forum. By combining the land use unit mapping for all 14 districts aggregation of this exercise in all 14 districts of the province, an overall provincial land use zoning is produced (figure 4). In order to fit real land marks specified by the participants during the discussion (water bodies, road, hills…), the boundaries of each and every zone are then adjusted by using a 2008 Landsat image (ETM+). It should be emphasized that the satellite image supports the participatory
process rather than guiding it. For each land use unit a number of factual questions are asked to capture the central land management issues and develop synthetic diagram illustrating the interlinked chain of challenges and influencing factors has been created (see annex). This helps identifying the most suitable development strategy and set of regulations attached to them.

The mapping methods deployed during the district spatial planning process were quite similar, though more detailed (figure 5). Spatial Planning forums are organized in each commune with a panel of stakeholders. They offer an opportunity to update land use information following a similar sequence of activities. The forum starts by asking the participants, clustered by village, to draw detailed sketch map of their village as they see it, indicating main transport networks, water ways and land use units. This information is then reproduced on a tracing paper overlaying an A0-size land use map from 2002 used as the reference. The different driving forces are discussed and weighted to foresee the likelihood, magnitude and location of their occurrence in the future. Back at the office, the maps produced by the participants are reproduced, scanned, geo-referenced and further developed into a computerized geo-data base. The criteria to define land use categories are here also
defined by the participants and adjusted to landmarks by using an updated SPOT 5 imagery (10 m. resolution) before producing an updated land use map.

The combination of perception-based mapping techniques with remote sensing and geographic information system is not panacea but, in the context of Cambodia, it offers a good option for participatory mapping. It presents the advantage to produce output (geographic information), which have a high semantic and topological value as well as good resolution via the use of remote sensors imageries.
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